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VIRTUAL VIDEO
PRODUCTION

OVERVIEW
Event/presentation videos offer an opportunity to maximize the reach and impact of your
message and brand. Well crafted stories with targeted messages establish you as a thought
leader but poorly produced video can quickly tarnish your brand. Below are a variety of video
offerings. Each package will be tailored to fit your brand, budget, and target audience. One
presentation may be packaged into a series of videos to be released throughout the year in
an effort to shape your market and clients.
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VIRTUAL VIDEO PACKAGES
All packages include incorporation of your logo, branding guides, title graphics, lower third information
of speaker names/titles, intro/outro background music, and closed captioning. Videos are proffesionally
color graded/audio mixed. Two rough cut reviews allow you to provide a list of editing requests before
receiving final cuts via digital file transfer. ($50/hour for additional edits).

VIRTUAL PRESENTATION/PANEL |

VIEW SAMPLE

$750

Full edit of your virtual presentation or panel.

VIRTUAL PRESENTATION + TEASER

|

VIEW SAMPLE

$900

Full edit of your virtual presentation or panel. Short (30-120 second) highlight edit for social media.

CUSTOM INTRO |

VIEW SAMPLE

$850

15-30 second custom intro for your video content. May include video, photo, text graphics, music, voice over, VFX, etc.

HIGHLIGHTS EDIT

|

VIEW SAMPLE

$750

5-15 minute version of your Virtual Presentation

SOCIAL MEDIA / WEB SPOTS

|

cost based on scope/budget

VIEW SAMPLE

30-120 second social media spots from your presentation/panel.
May include video, photos, text graphics, music, voice over, VFX, etc.

OTHER OFFERINGS

|

cost based on scope/budget

Don’t see what you want? Please inquire about additional
video solutions that meet your needs.
Speaking Reel
Marketing/Branding Video
Motion Graphic Video
Tech Demo

VIEW SAMPLE
VIEW SAMPLE
VIEW SAMPLE
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Samples

FULL PRESENTATION/PANEL

PRESENTATION MARKETING VIDEO

https://youtu.be/utzjtppd5Ks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_
continue=8&v=9b837ODoM4c

EVENT RECAP

INTRO VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=92&v=PnCPWV_
VIC8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wX_hYGP-LG0
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